
WRITING A LETTER TO A UNITED STATES SENATOR

This sample letter is also available here in DOC format. The Honorable (full name ) United State Senate Washington,
DC Dear Senator (last name).

Letters by mail can spend weeks in a universal receiving department being carefully screened and sorted. It
includes all of your contact information especially your fax number as well as the name, address and phone
number of the person you are trying to fax. Why get thrown in the bin when you can take a few minutes to
write your own and make sure someone takes the time to read your thoughts? Thank you for your
consideration of my viewpoint on this matter. These could include your education, work history, research, and
positions held that lend you credibility on the subject. From there you can build into more detail. It helps to
read out loud to catch awkward sounding phrases or bad grammar. Your thoughts are less likely to be
completely read and understood if they contain swear words or plain angry language. But sometimes sharing
links and signing petitions is not enough. Add a Personal Touch To tie in the above two points, adding your
personal story to your letter is invaluable. You may not need to change anything but the salutation and address
on the letter for each member you write. The Honorable full name Washington, DC Dear Senator last name :
The legislation addressing describe issue concisely, or use exact name of bill before legislature is of
paramount interest to me because I am a Certified Academic Language Therapist, parent, teacher, etc. Other
aspects of this same issue that affect my student, profession, child are describe briefly and secondary concerns
and supporting situations, reasons, examples, etc. Consider whether you can speak with authority, as in Letter
1. Title I was intended to help schools with low income students which very often suffer from low local
funding. If you have more than one topic, split it into two separate letters and two separate faxes. Keep it Brief
Congressmen and their staff are busy people. Also think about how you want to structure your arguments,
whether in paragraph, bulleted or numbered format. If you do decide to e-mail, keep in mind that the best time
to send an e-mail is Thursday between 8 and 9 a. You can write a fax in paragraph form so, unlike a phone
call, you get across all of your thoughts. Close by again summarizing your hope, e. Most cover sheets also
include a small area for comments or notes where you can summarize your purpose for writing. Avoid Form
Letters A lot of times, non-profits and other entities with a vested interest in a bill will send out form letters for
people to sign and forward to their representatives. Your story will simply help personalize the issue for a
congressman who may have no direct experience with the problems of a particular group or demographic.
How to Address Your Letter There is a specific order in which to write the addressing information. In general,
letters written from constituents are given more time and consideration.


